Abstract-This paper proposes a new integrated driver monitoring system. The system is combining a smartphone App and an embedded controller to build a smart controlling and monitoring system. Nowadays smartphones are equipped with many useful built-in sensors. Moreover, embedded controllers are able to be connected to various analogue and digital sensors. In the proposed system a Bluetooth module is used to exchange data between the smartphone, the embedded controller and the built-in and external sensors. The system is a comprehensive monitoring device for employee driver performance. Moreover, it guarantees full privacy protection. The system was tested in real modes.
I. INTRODUCTION
Employee monitoring systems are increasingly used by many companies nowadays. These systems allow company administrators/managers to monitor and supervise their employees from a central location. Employers are usually concerned about employee's performance, legal liability, trade secrets and other security concerns. Besides to the closedcircuit television (CCTV) which is also known as video surveillance, many companies are involved in internet monitoring in the workplace [1] . Some companies use employee monitoring software programs [2] [3] . Such programs are installed on company computers to allow managers to take screenshots and monitor Emails, applications used, and even what keys were pressed.
With the development of the smartphones, similar monitoring systems are available for company mobile phones [4] [5] . This development allows companies to monitor even mobile employees like field employees or drivers. Additional data can be recorded from smartphones like employees' phone call details as well as actual conversations. Many smartphones are equipped with global positioning system (GPS) sensors which allows employee position tracking. Advanced programs can save and analyze an automatic log for all kinds of acquired data.
These actions and programs actually affect employee satisfaction due to privacy issues [6] . Such software however resembles spyware and can be misused. To gain satisfaction of both employers and employees, comprehensive monitoring systems with privacy protection aspects are needed.
II. BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW
Android is an operating system (OS) based on the Linux kernel and currently developed by Google. It is designed primarily for touchscreen mobile devices such as smartphones and tablet computers. These devices are becoming popular nowadays and most of them are equipped with many useful sensors. The list of sensors includes: accelerometer, gyroscope, magnetometer, proximity sensor, light sensor and GPS sensor. Android has the largest installed base of all operating systems as surveys of 2015 showed [7] . Android Apps are developed in Java programming language using the Android software development kit (SDK).
Researchers and developers are recently using android devices for powerful controlling applications. Many platforms are designed to be run on Android devices. These platforms ease the accessibility to the smartphone built-in sensors and the communication with other devices and sensors. The platform applications include robot operating [8] [9] [10] , home appliances remote controlling [11] [12] 13], security [14] , safety [15] and industrial systems [16] .
In [17] , authors propose a monitoring system which allows managers to watch and interrupt all incoming and outgoing calls, texts and multimedia messages. Managers can also monitor their employees' location and access a history of where they have been. Moreover, managers receive SMS alerts if the employee is going outside an approved geographical zone or if he/she is receiving texts or calls from unapproved numbers. The system is not providing any privacy protection as managers can view the entire call history of the corresponding employee with the help of the cloud service. Moreover, although the managers can track the position of the employee at any time, they cannot have any idea on the work performance. This system does not use any controller. The only processing unit in this system is the smartphone itself. This may lead to high resource consumption.
The structure of most of the above systems consists of a smartphone which communicate with a controller. The controller is usually connected to various input and output devices like sensors, motors, liquid-crystal-displays (LCD), [12] and GSM is used in [14] . Bluetooth is the most used technology for the one place applications as we can see.
Each communication technology has its strengths and weaknesses on different points of view [18] . WiFi gives a higher data rate compared to Bluetooth and Zigbee. But on the other hand, WiFi is considered power-intensive. Bluetooth is intended to support wireless personal area network (PAN) applications. It provides shorter propagation range between 1 and 100m and so in general have lower power consumption. ZigBee is considered as low-power technology and it has a fairly long range, but much lower data rate. Both Bluetooth and ZigBee are intended for products with limited battery power, but Bluetooth operates best within one room only, and Zigbee operates well across multiple rooms. Bluetooth is also very secure. It has government-grade encryption baked into it, therefore it is not easy to hack [18] . It also has higher data bandwidth than Zigbee though lower than WiFi. This makes Bluetooth a good choice for the proposed system because of its energy saving, data bandwidth and security features.
In this paper we propose a smart driver monitoring system which combines sensors, smartphone and embedded microcontroller. This system guarantees a comprehensive monitoring for driver performance during work and a full privacy protection. The system uses an Android App developed using Magnet Code 3.0 Smartphone Controller platform [19] which is developed by Bizchip Technology Centre [20] . The platform is built to be run on Android OS. HC-05 FC-114 Bluetooth communication module is used to connect the smartphones with the embedded microcontroller PIC16F777.
III. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

A. System Architecture
The general architecture of the proposed system is shown in Fig. 1 . The main controlling unit in this system is an embedded microcontroller unit (MCU). Fig. 2 shows the system hardware implementation and wiring. The MCU module is installed in the car and connected to its power system as shown in Fig. 3 . It sends commands to the smartphone and receives information from it. Through the commands, the MCU can easily control any module in the smartphone. Commands and data are exchanged through a Bluetooth connection. The system component specifications can be summarized as following:
1) A smartphone equipped with Android OS and the developed software App. Asus fonepad 7 smartphone with Intel Atom Z2520 CPU and 2GB RAM is used.
2) The built-in sensors which are used in the system include: charging status sensor, GPS and the cameras. Fig. 4 shows the system flow chart. The system is for employee drivers who are provided with a smartphone set from the company. They are supposed to use it mainly for communication and navigation. The driver is supposed to place the smartphone on a holder and connect it to the car charger as shown in Fig. 5 . The embedded MCU module, which is already installed in the car, is switched on as the driver starts the car.
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B. System Description
The driver should open the Android App on the smartphone. The App will prompt the user to enable the Bluetooth function in the mobile phone. Driver is then instructed to start the secured connection which is done by choosing "Run" from the setting menu as shown in Fig. 6 . The Android App will show a list of available devices. The user should choose the device in the designated car and enter the correct password. After the connection is successfully established the MCU will command the smartphone to save "start of task" log data including date, positon and time on smartphone database file.
As long as the driver is in the mission the MCU continuously checks the LDR, the door sensor and the temperature sensor. Also, it commands the smartphone to send the charging status and GPS information. The MCU then evaluates the acquired data. If any unauthorized or illicit act is detected, the MCU saves log data including the kind and level of action, date and time. It also sends a command to smartphone to take photos. Then it commands the smartphone to set subject for Email and SMS, criteria and attachment list, and to send Email and/or SMS to the people in charge of monitoring. The system will give the driver a period of time to stop the unauthorized act before sending the information to administrators again. A counter will increase as long as the unauthorized act is repeated. The administrators, according to the received data, can take the suitable reaction. More details about the kinds and levels of the unauthorized actions and how the system is evaluating the sensor data are explained in section III-C.
When the driver reaches the final destination, the GPS data are used to decide the end of the task. When the task is ended, the MCU commands the smartphone to save the last report on "end of task" log data including date and time and to send the final Email and/or SMS to the administrators.
C. System Algorithm and Technical Details
As described in the previous section, the MCU is continuously evaluating the acquired data from the sensors. If any unauthorized act is detected, the information should be sent to the people in charge of monitoring. The method for evaluating and analyzing the data is by detecting the driver situation according to the sensor outputs. Examples of suggested cases can be summarized as following: 
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• If door is open & LDR input is bright & charger is on (i.e. the driver step down from the car and engine is working) → Save log data, take photo, set subject as "Car is left while engine is running", unauthorized act level "4", attachment list is photo and database file, send Email and/or SMS. → Set waiting time to 1 minute.
• If door is closed & LDR input is bright & charger
is on & counter <= 5 (i.e. the driver is still out of the car and engine is working) → Save log data, take photo, set subject as "Car is still left while engine is running", unauthorized act level "4", attachment list is photo and database file, send Email and/or SMS. → Set waiting time to 1 minute.
is on & counter > 5 (i.e. the driver is still out of the car and engine is working for more than 5 minutes) → Save log data, take photo, set subject as "Long car leaving while engine is running", unauthorized act level "5", attachment list is photo and database file, send Email and/or SMS. → Set waiting time to 1 minute.
• If door is open & LDR input is bright & charger is
off (i.e. the driver step down from the car and engine is not working) → Save log data, take photo, set subject as "Car is left", unauthorized act level "1", attachment list is photo and database file, send Email and SMS. → Set waiting time to 2 minutes. e. Stuck in traffic jam or stop for more than 10 minutes, task fulfillment might be late) → Save log data, set subject as "Long stop", unauthorized act level "2", send Email and SMS. → Set waiting time to 2 minutes. The reaction related to this data might be sending an apologize notice to the customers).
• If GPS speed is > threshold (i.e. over speed) → Save log data, set subject as "Over speed + speed value", unauthorized act level "5", send Email and SMS. → Set waiting time to 1 minute. In fact, the company using the system can set as much rules as they want according to their regulations and the task nature.
Identifying the sender i.e. the driver, is done by the Email account or mobile number the information is sent from. The Android App used in this system provides an "Email Setting" and "SMS Setting" pages which are used to set Email and SMS content, e.g. subject, message and attachment. "Email Setting" page is shown in Fig. 7 . 
D. Android App
To send the information through Email and SMS, the MCU needs to send commands to communicate with the smartphone Android App. Magnet Code platform [19] provides the developers with a set of basic features and components to build the needed Android App. The basic features include: title bar setting, responsive LCD with vertical scroll bar, responsive buttons, background setting and command box. In addition to the previous basic components, developers can use a set of add-ons toolboxes as shown in Fig. 8 . The list of tool boxes includes: LCD Toolbox, Button Toolbox, Output Toolbox, Audio Toolbox, Sensor Toolbox, Photo Toolbox, Video Toolbox, Email Toolbox, SMS Toolbox, and Database Toolbox. In this App an interactive graphical user interface design is not needed. The driver only needs to run the App and connect the smartphone with the MCU. All other things are done by sending commands from the MCU. The Android App commands to be received from the MCU have a special format [19] :
Group name (3 bytes) + _ + Sub Command 1 (3 bytes) + Sub Command 2 (1 to 3 bytes) + <value> (optional, accept '#' as enter or data splitter) + \r\n
The commands are sent from the MCU using the C programming command "printf" as in the following examples:
//send commands with fixed value Printf("out_vibon\r\n"); Printf("lcd_shotex<Hello!>\r\n"); Printf("vid_froman<myfile>\r\n"); //send commands with variable value Printf("vid_froman<myfile%u>\r\n",count1); Printf("aud_plaon<myfile%lu>\r\n",count2);
The MCU receives the information from the smartphone using the C programming command "getch()" as in the following examples:
void serial_isr() { data1=getch(); //this is data we want data2=getch(); //carriage return or \r or 0x0D data3=getch(); //new line or \n or 0x0A if(data3==0x0A) { run=2; } }
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The proposed smartphone driver monitoring system was implemented in real mode by setting the experiment environment as shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 5 . All the examples mentioned in section III-C were tested. Other scenarios were also tested like engine high temperature, or accident simulations. As a result, the system worked perfectly according to the tested scenarios. No private information was sent while driving as long as the driver is following the regulations. Emails and SMSs were sent correctly and within less than one minute after recognizing an unauthorized act. All the commands related to the unauthorized acts were successfully implemented. Fig. 9 shows an example of a testing Email sent by the system.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper proposes an integrated new system for employee driver monitoring using Android smartphone App. The system is using a Bluetooth technology connection to exchange commands and data between a smartphone, an embedded MCU module and various types of built-in and external sensors. The MCU module is installed in company car and connected to its power system. Through the commands, the MCU can easily control any module in the smartphone. The company using the system can set as much rules as they want according to their regulations and according to the task nature. Future plans include extending the system to cover more cases. Other sensors can be added for more rule monitoring. For example a smoke detection sensor can be used to monitor if the driver is smoking while driving.
